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ACCESS TO COMPLETE COURSES
ONLINE

One unique aspect of our program is
that students have the flexibility to
complete their entire course online.
They can study from the comfort of
their homes and access the syllabus
and projects through our online
platform. This convenient option is
rarely offered by colleges, except for
those with a partnership with
Endiavolve.

Our program includes software and
programming classes worth 14,000
rupees in tuition fees. This unique feature
sets us apart from other colleges that
typically charge extra for such courses.

INCLUSIVE SOFTWARE AND PROGRAMMING
CLASSES

TIMELY AND COMPREHENSIVE SYLLABUS
COMPLETION

Unlike many colleges that often
prioritize events and
extracurricular activities over
academics, we are committed to
completing the syllabus on time.
We understand the importance of
focusing on the core curriculum to
ensure students receive a thorough
education.

PRACTICAL AND PROJECT-BASED LEARNING
ACROSS ALL ENGINEERING BRANCHES

Our classes cover subjects across
all engineering branches, with 80%
emphasis on practical and project-
based learning and 20% on theory.

WEEKLY INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

We believe in practical learning, which is why
we offer weekly industrial projects to our
students. This hands-on experience gives them
a real-world understanding of the industry, a
practice uncommon in many colleges that
prioritize theatrics and superficial activities.



ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND STARTUP COURSES

In addition to academic subjects, we provide courses
on entrepreneurship and startups to encourage
students to pursue their own business ventures if they
choose not to work in traditional jobs. This
opportunity for self-employment is a rare offering not
commonly found in colleges.

JOB-READY GRADUATES WITH INDUSTRY-
READY SKILLS

Our classes are designed to prepare
students for industry
requirements, making them job-
ready after graduation.

"AN INVESTMENT IN KNOWLEDGE PAYS THE
BEST INTEREST." - BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

"BEST WAY TO LEARN: KNOWING THE
REASON, MEANING, AND PURPOSE OF
WHAT YOU'RE LEARNING." - ENDIAVOLVE

CONTINUOUS INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

Our program extends industrial training
throughout all four years of study. We provide
training on the software used in various
industries and teach students how to work in
different professional settings. This industry-
specific training goes beyond the scope of a
regular college education.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (PDP)

We focus on the personal development of our
students through our PDP. This program covers
English speaking skills, effective communication in
corporate settings, interview preparation, and
handling clients. We aim to equip our students with
essential skills beyond academic knowledge.

BUSINESS NEWS READING (BNR)

Through our platform, we provide weekly classes on
business-related news and insights. Students gain
awareness of how businesses operate and learn about the
foundations of successful enterprises.

VALUE ADDITION: ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE AND
PROGRAMMING CLASSES

To enhance students' industry-relevant skills, we offer
extra software and programming classes worth 14,000
rupees. This additional training ensures that students stay
updated with the latest technological advancements,
increasing their employability.

GUARANTEED PLACEMENTS

Lastly, we provide guaranteed placements to our
students, with minimum salary packages ranging from 3
to 5 lakhs per annum. This commitment to securing our
students' future career prospects sets us apart from
other educational institutions.


